
             

T HRE E  L ITT LE P I GS  HO USE  BUI LDI NG  
CHALLE NG E  
  

This Three Little Pigs House Building Challenge is a brilliant science 
experiment for learning about stability of structures and properties of 
materials. 

What you need 

Sticks 

Straws – plastic and paper 

Marshmallows 

Elastic bands 

Cardboard 

LEGO 

Squeezy bottle or small fan to use as wind 

Sugar cubes 

ST IC K  H OU SE 

Talk about the properties of the sticks which make it suitable for house building. The 
best sticks are quite smooth, without too many bumps and all a similar size.  
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ST R A W H OU SE 

Bundle the straws up, to make them easier to build with and let the children work out 
the best way to put them together. 

 

SU GA R  C U B E H OU SE  

You could extend this task by spraying the house with water once finished or sticking 
the cubes together with different materials, for example, icing sugar, marshmallow 
fluff or even just dampening the cubes to see if they stick that way. 

 

PA PER /C A RD B OA RD /ST RA W WA LLS  

The children can build a frame using LEGO and then cut paper and cardboard walls 
to test as well as a wall that could be built from straws. The children could use a 
squeezy bottle to blow “wind” onto the walls and observe what happens. 
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LEGO/B R IC K  H OU SE  

You can build a LEGO house and leave one side of the roof empty so the children 
could test sticks, ripped cardboard and the LEGO tiles to see which protected 
against the squeezy bottle wind the most. You can place some tissue paper squares 
inside the house so the effect of the wind was visible to the children. 

 

 

 

MA R SH MA LLOW A N D  ST RA WS  

It can get a bit sticky and the houses are not very stable. Smaller, harder sweets and 
cocktail sticks might work better. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C H A L L E N G E  T A S K S  

Try spraying each house with water and observing what happens. Can you make 
predictions first? 

Can you test how stable the houses are by giving them a shake? 

Which other materials could you build a house from? 
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